LOOK FOR THESE CLASSES!
* classes are tentative, some approvals still pending

Coagulation
Flocculation
Sedimentation
Filtration
Arsenic Part I & II
OTC Phase II Compliance for Protective Coatings for Water & Wastewater
Embracing New Technologies - Understanding the Benefits of AMI
Best Practices for Water Main Repair
Rare Earth Technology in Wastewater Treatment
Eliminate Bias in Baseline & Compliance Groundwater Quality Sample Results
Economic Viability of Municipalities Promoting Smart Technology
Bringing in the Next Professionals
Avoid the Ouch! Safety Enlightenment
Understanding Chlorination
Respiratory Safety
Economic Impact of Inaction & Technology
Understanding Main Repair Products
The Straight Flush

PLUS MORE!
Full Schedule Coming in April!

BE SURE TO CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR UPDATES!
www.md-rwa.org